Hughes Attributes Victory To Well-Timed Campaign

By BILL PEMBLE Staff Writer

"The campaign was a perfect storm," said Democrat Harold Hughes yesterday. "We had a perfect storm of circumstances - a well-timed campaign, a well-financed campaign, a well-organized campaign." Hughes, now a member of the House, said voters were seeking change, and he was the change they wanted.

Hughes, who lost the race for governor to Republican First District Rep. Harold Hughes, said he was disappointed with the outcome. "I thought we had a good chance of winning," he said.

The race was close, with Hughes losing by only 5,000 votes. Hughes said he was encouraged by the fact that he was able to get 40 percent of the vote in the near-miss.

Another Democrat, Mike DeWine, said he was pleased with the outcome. "We have a strong message that we can take to the people," he said.

Democrats Retain Lop-sided Control Of Both Houses

WASHINGTON - Democrats kept control of the Senate with an overwhelming victory in the midterm elections, winning 57 seats to 43 for the Republicans.

The victory was a blow to Republicans, who were hoping to make gains in the Senate.

"It's a big win for Democrats," said Democratic Senator Ted Kennedy. "We've been working hard to win this election, and we've done it."

South Enforces Race Barriers, Says Golden

By KAPPAPELLE Peehler Staff Writer

"The South is a different place than it was in 1960," said South Carolina Governor George McMillan. "We've made progress in the last six years, but there's still a long way to go." McMillan, a Democrat, said he was pleased with the outcome.

"We've made progress," he said. "We've made progress in the last six years, but there's still a long way to go." McMillan, a Democrat, said he was pleased with the outcome.

Eleanor Roosevelt, 78, Dies in N.Y. Apartment

By WALTER L. PEMBLE Staff Writer

"Eleanor Roosevelt was a beloved friend of the people," said President Kennedy. "She was a force for good in the world."

Roosevelt, who was the first lady during the Kennedy administration, died in her New York apartment yesterday. She was 78.

"She was a force for good in the world," Kennedy said. "She was a force for good in the world."}

Former First Lady Had World's Respect

NEW YORK (UPI) - Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, 78, America's First Lady of the world, died Wednesday.

"Eleanor was a beloved lady of the world," said President Kennedy. "She was a beloved lady of the world."
The Pentagon and Secrecy

The Pentagon is the central command center for the United States military. It is located in Washington, D.C., and is the headquarters of the Department of Defense. The building is known for its vast size and its central role in coordinating military operations.

Letters to the Editor

"Says Instructors Salary Editorial Was Inaccurate"

To the Editor:

The Daily Iowan's editorial on instructors' salaries was unfair and inaccurate. The editorial fails to recognize the efforts and contributions of instructors and the impact they have on students' academic success.

Letters to the Editor:

Open Letter To Effigy Hangers

To the Editor:

Open Letter to students and faculty regarding the display of effigy hangers on campus. The effigy hangers are a form of protest against the administration and the Board of Regents.

Letters Policy

Readers are invited to express their opinions through letters to the editor. All letters must include the writer's name and affiliation, and should be limited to 300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity and space.
Nehru, Under Fire, Ousts Menon Fully

NEW DELHI (UPI) - Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, hounded to power and public, promised Wednesday to resign from his post as Prime Minister of India if the Congress Party, the main opposition party in Parliament, chooses to oust him. The move was accompanied by a major new power shift for the Prime Minister, who has been under increasing pressure to resign since the recent elections. Nehru has been accused of corruption and mismanagement, and his government has faced severe economic challenges. The move is seen as a step towards restoring stability to Indian politics and economy.

Final Iowa City Election Returns

ROMNEY BOOSTS '68 HOPES, BUT DOES NOT CARRY SLATE

DETROIT (UPI) - George Romney, running in a new front in the battle for the presidential nomination, was boosted Wednesday by the results of the Iowa City election. Romney's victory in the Iowa City primary comes as a major surprise to the political establishment, who had expected the nomination to be decided in the East. Romney's win is seen as a significant upset, especially given the large field of candidates running.

Wages Plague Paper Dispute End in NYC

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The New York Times and the New York Post reached an agreement on Wednesday to end their long-running wage dispute. The agreement, which includes retroactive pay increases for the workers, was reached after months of negotiations. The dispute had been brewing for several years, with the Times demanding higher wages and the Post seeking to maintain its competitive edge.

Most Negroes in Congress Since 1874

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The 110th Congress, which convened on January 3, included a record number of African-American legislators, bringing the total to 94. This is the highest number of Negroes in Congress since Reconstruction, when the 43rd Congress included 124 Negroes.

Romney's victory is expected to boost his prospects for the nomination, but he does not carry the slate. Romney is a conservative Republican who has been criticized for his proposals to lower taxes and cut government spending. His victory is seen as a significant upset, especially given the large field of candidates running for the nomination.

Something Missing!

That's the Way It Is in Your Home, Too -- unless you have FULL HOUSEPOWER!

A missing tooth is pretty obvious. It isn't so obvious that something is missing in homes not equipped with adequate HOUSEPOWER. That's why right now, with all the things that are going on, a lot of homeowners are turning to house power. A whole new range of devices is available to you, designed to make your home more comfortable, more efficient. Full Housepower is the only way to go. Don't be left behind. Call your local electrical contractor today.

Dem Swap Sweep In California Includes Dead


Funds for Highway

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House of Representatives passed a $4 billion highway bill on Wednesday, clearing the way for the Senate to consider the measure. The bill includes provisions for improved infrastructure, including new bridges and highways. The bill is expected to be signed into law by the President in the near future.

Where Did the Hoo Go?

MARCH 19, 1968

MISSOURI: Tornadoes killed two people and caused $1.3 million in damage in Missouri on Wednesday. The tornadoes, which were part of a larger storm system, caused widespread damage in several counties, including loss of life and property. The state is expected to receive additional assistance from the Federal government in the aftermath of the storms.
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Joe Reddington Elected Hawk eye Cage Captain
By ERC ZOECKER

Joe "Red" D. Reddington, whose outside-shooting ability may hold the key to Iowa's success in basketball, has been elected captain of the Hawkeye team this year.

Reddington's election was announced Tuesday by assistant coach John Ferguson, who praised the athlete as a player whose "spine certainly belongs to us." The ticket, informal group of seniors who favor basketball, has had a definite influence on the Hawkeye team this season.

Gophers Make Halfback Changes

MINNEAPOLIS -- At some critical points this season, there has only been one change in Minnesota's backfield. But that was not the case Saturday when the Gophers met Iowa. Bill McMillin made the change in the 52-0 victory over Iowa, as Bill McMillin replaced Dick Rodgers.

Civil Service Asks Applications for Helicopter Pilots

A new examination has been announced for the position of Civil Service Commission for the purpose of selecting qualified persons to fill a vacancy in the position of Civil Service

Torrres Blames Pattern for Football Failure

ELKHART PATRON -- In its football season opener Saturday afternoon, South Bend Central defeated the Ivanhoe Eagles, 14-0.

John Ferguson Elected Captain

Purdue's John Ferguson was elected captain of the Purdue football team by his teammates.

Yanks' Ralph Terry Doesn't Believe in Intentional Walks

By FRANK SCK
AP Sports Writer

If you're still wondering why Ralph Terry picked up Willie McCovey with five bases hit last Wednesday, you don't know Ralph Terry.

The Yankee right fielder just believes in the opening walk, a baseball strategy that led to the Los Angeles Dodgers' 1-0 win over the San Francisco Giants in the deciding National League pennant game.

Terry has only had five in five seasons on balls in his last nine games since he has had a five-game streak against the Dodgers. He is 0-0 for 1-0 against Terry this season.

Terry has been perfection on the mound against the Giants and is 3-0 this season in National League play.

There was a game in Bavarian Ligue this season in which Terry pitched a no-hitter against the rival French Giants. The Giants, led by their starting pitcher, Terry, were on the verge of winning another important game in the National League.

Terry didn't throw a pitch to McCovey in the deciding game against the Giants, as he was in the first game against the Dodgers.

The Dodgers took a 9-3 lead in the first inning against the Giants, and Terry was not even in the game at that time. He was not even in the game until the third inning, and Terry didn't throw a pitch to McCovey in the deciding game against the Giants.

But Terry didn't throw a pitch to McCovey in the deciding game against the Giants.

The Yanks' four TDs were moved by the Giants, but the Giants were not moved by the Yankees.

Most managers prefer to walk a batter in a base hit situation, but it's not always the best strategy. The Yanks' four TDs were moved by the Giants, but the Giants were not moved by the Yankees.

Yankees' Terry can be trusted in any situation.

Terry trows a pitch to McCovey, and the Giants are on the verge of winning another important game in the National League.

EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS PROUDLY ANNOUNCES A DACRON/COTTON OXFORD THAT WILL NOT PILL!

Oh, given time a short-necked man with a heavy beard could pill any oxford cloth, they're that soft. But until just recently even Little Lord Fauntleroy with a beard could have pulled a Dacron/cotton Oxford cloth with one curl tied behind him. Which is why we didn't put out any of them. **Sure you know what tipped means? it's when the fabric gets roughed up into little pills.** Well, Du Pont has a brand new type DACRON that resists pill. It came out about a year ago, but we waited until Greenwood Mills, the weavers who make our cotton oxfords produced a DACRON/cotton Oxford they were proud of, a really luxurious lofted Oxford. And that brings us up to now. We are making Eagle Shirts of this new material in both a Tabnap/collar and a button-down collar. At about $8.50.
Holzapfel Picks Gymnastic Team High in Conference

By GARY SPURGON

Gymnastics Coach Joe Holzapfel is the new head gymnastics coach at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Holzapfel says his team will have much more alignment than the team that finished seventh last year. The Badgers have a strong balance beam team and a good team in general. Holzapfel believes the team will be much stronger this year, especially with the addition of four new freshmen and other changes to the team.

Jimi you

Leads:

Fred Long

You've got to align those numbers to make sure you're not overaligning. We've got a large group of athletes who are coming along very soon to our level. We'll see how they perform this season. The team will benefit from the addition of four new freshmen and other changes to the team.

Holly, Glen Cobb is the top sopho-

more on the team this year. He has

been trained by Dr. John Holzapfel, who has been a leader in the field of gymnastics for many years. Cobb has worked hard to improve his skills and has made great strides in his training.
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been trained by Dr. John Holzapfel, who has been a leader in the field of gymnastics for many years. Cobb has worked hard to improve his skills and has made great strides in his training.

Herman

Bowl Battles: Special Page; Season End Nears

By WILL GRIMLEY

NEW YORK — It's a battle of the best at press time for the New York Giants, who have two victories in a row and are looking for their third straight win. The Giants are currently leading the league in points scored and are one of the top defensive teams in the NFL. The team has been playing well and is looking to continue their success in the upcoming games.

Central Leads Mississippi Valley League

Teenaged Central continues to domineer most of the Mississippi Valley conference while Butler's Jefferson just gained ground in conference and moved into individual standings. Taking the stage for the battles between the two Valley powerhouses at Mississippi Valley, has had to put that past that over ever, Jefferson is second and Bank is third.

Defending Hawkins' Passing Big Job — Warmath

MEMPHIS — An XVI football team that Coach M. Hawkins credits with having the best 1.00 quarterback in the Big Ten, is coming to Memphis for a game in the season opener. The quarterback is John Sayre, who leads the nation in passing. Sayre has been a star for the Hawkins team and has helped the team to several wins in the past.

The quarterback is John Sayre, who leads the nation in passing. Sayre has been a star for the Hawkins team and has helped the team to several wins in the past.
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The team will benefit from the addition of four fresh...
SUI Has Fallout Shelters for 20,000

By CAROLYN GUTHMAN

Professor of Forestry and head of the Department of Forestry and the chairman of the Forestry Committee on Civil Disasters, Professor Guthman believes that the SUI campus area is located in a position that makes it able to provide emergency shelter in the event of a major disaster. He indicated that the shelter areas could be used by people in the surrounding communities as well as by students and faculty of the university.

SUI Chemistry Prof Receives Recognition

Ralph S. Warrick, professor of chemistry at SUI, today received the Société Chimique de France’s Gold Medal, the highest award given to a scientist for his contributions to the field of chemistry.

The medal was presented to Warrick in recognition of his work in the chemistry of radioactivity, a field in which he has made significant contributions.

SUI Pre-Medical Meeting Opens Here Tomorrow

More than 200 pre-med students and advisors from SUI and colleges throughout Iowa are expected to attend the 14th annual Pre-Medical Conference Friday at SUI College of Medicine.

Registration for the conference will begin at 9 a.m. in the Medical Auditorium of the SUI College of Medicine. The conference is free to all pre-med students and advisors.

Organist Monday

A dinner party will be held at the State Room of the Woolworth Hotel Monday night. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Music and is free to all music students.

Campus Notes

Pep Rally

A pep rally will be held in SUI College of Medicine tomorrow at 10 a.m. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Medicine and is free to all students.

Folk Music Meeting

A folk music meeting will be held in SUI College of Medicine tomorrow at 7 p.m. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Music and is free to all students.

Cuban Talk

By Murray Opens Series

Naradu at Jane Murray, assistant professor of political science at SUI, will present a lecture and discussion on the Cuban problem at SUI College of Medicine tomorrow at 7 p.m. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.

SUI Dames

The SUI Dames will hold a dance tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the SUI College of Medicine. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.

Students To Hold Speech Workshop

Students will hold a speech workshop tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the SUI College of Social Science. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.

Tuba Recital

Dr. R. C. Swan, professor of music at SUI, will present a recital tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the SUI College of Music. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.

Program for students is planned carefully to include a wide variety of music, including works by European and American composers.

SUI's Prof. Albers At UCLA Seminar

Henry H. Albers, professor of social science and director of the Social Science Research Institute at SUI, will present a seminar at the University of California at Los Angeles tomorrow. The seminar is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.

Indian Technologist To Arrive Here Today

The Indian government announced today that Dr. Ram Shankar, Indian technologist, will arrive at SUI College of Medicine tomorrow at 10 a.m. The event is sponsored by the SUI College of Social Science and is free to all students.
Sight—Birthday Gift To Iowa Woman

It wasn't lately delivered, but a "gift" raised from Chicago to the R. Ya n.~ Hor e lated at the Iowa City office of the Des Moines Register Tuesday.

Mr. Ya n.~ Hor e re ceived the gift— "Iowa Woman"— a new addition to the Des Moines Register's line of booklets designed to help women make better use of their time.

In a letter accompanying the book, Mrs. Ya n.~ Hor e was told that she had been selected as the winner of a contest conducted by the Des Moines Register.

"Iowa Woman" is a 48-page booklet containing articles on topics such as cooking, gardening, and household management.

The booklet is designed to help women make better use of their time by providing them with practical tips and advice on how to manage their daily lives more efficiently.

Secretarial Clinic Will Be Saturday

A workshop on the care of hands and arms will be held Saturday at 3 p.m. in the main room of the University of Iowa Hospital.

The workshop will focus on the prevention and treatment of common hand and arm injuries, as well as the proper use of hand tools.

The workshop will be led by Dr. John S. Smith, a specialist in hand surgery at the University of Iowa Hospital.

The workshop is open to all interested in improving their knowledge of hand care and injury prevention.

Nurses Attend SUI Cardiac Conference

A workshop on the care of patients with heart disease will be held Saturday at the SUI Hospital.

The workshop will cover topics such as the assessment and management of heart disease, as well as the latest developments in cardiac care.

The workshop is open to all nurses and other healthcare professionals with an interest in cardiac care.
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Peiping Restates Support of Castro

TOKYO—Communist China Wednesday reaffirmed its support of Peiping in a series of statements in a bid to bolster its position against the International Communist Conven­ tion by defending Cuba against American threats.

The statements were broadcast in observance of the 50th anniversary of the revolution. In the convention, the Chinese said they would not be moved by threats from the United States and would continue to support Cuba in its efforts to achieve genuine independence.

Doctor Grant ruled the type of 'all' Spain's cafes and the Iowa Board of Nurse Administrators an opportunity to have an exam which is fully accredited by the National League for Nursing, Iowa City, will be open to nursing students.

The exam is for those in civilian practice. The Iowa Board of Nurse Administrators has been granted a special rule by the judge to give the exam.

Throughout the city, 828billed riggers, including 15 Americans, 30 and and innumerable a 4 as is a to through the streets and merely stock without a U.S. invasion.